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N. B.: (l) All questions are SgIgISeg.
(2) Makesuitablg assumptions wherever necessary and g

(3) Answers to the same question must be

(4) Numbers to the g!g!! indicate ry$.
(5) Draw nea.tlabeled diagrams wherever necessary.
(6) Use of Non-pfogrammable calculators is

Attempt anv t4ree of the following: 15

Explain the leatures of Python programming.

What is variable? What are the rules and conventions for declaring a variable?

Explain if-else statement with an example.

Write a Python prograln to print lactorialof a ttumber. Take input lrom user.

Explain continue statement with an example.

Write a Python program to calculate area of triangle and circle and print the result.

Take input from user.

Attempt onv three of the following: 15

Define function. Write syntax to define function. Give example of function definition.

What is actual and formal parameter? Explain the difference along with an example,

Write a Python program toialculate factorial of given numberusing recursive function.

Discuss the difference between local and global variable.

Explain any five basic operations performed on string.
Write a Python program to check whether a string is palindrome.
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Paper / Subject Code: 80701 / Python Programming

15
).
a.

Attempt anv three of the following:

Write a Pyth* .ode to create the following GUI:

jt Option 1

;"" flption 2

f' option 3

You selected d-re option I

b. Exptain the layout manager in detail'

c. What is the use oi iit;t;; widget? Cive an example to add elements to listbox'

d. Write a source code in Python to create login screen. . ,

e. write a source code in python to read singie and multiple results of query execution'

f . write a soLlrce *a* in rytrron to show data-base connectivity and inser-t the follorving

irrformation in table natned 'ltem''

Itemno Item name Price Ouantitv

101 Geometry Box 50 100

102 Soap. 100 50

103 Perfume' 150 25

104 Pen s0 200

105 Pencil 20 100

.

{.
3,
1.

C.

.lu.

WritequeriesbasedrrponItem-tab1egiven..:.
i. .Displav item name and price value'

ii. ;t$i;i it," i,.* information whose name srarts.wirh lerter'p'.

lii. Diili;i iil* nrr., whose price is inbetween 50 to 100'

iv. DisPtaY soaP information' '

.v. Remove Pen information'
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Paper / Subject Code: 80702 lData Structures
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N. B.: (l) All questions are compulsory.
(2) Make suitable assumptions wherever necessary and state the assumptions lnade,
(3) Answers to the same questign must be written loeethe{.
(4) Numbers to the rieht indicate marks.
(5) Draw neat labeled diasrams wherever necessary.
(6) Use of Non-programmable calculators is allowed.

1. Attempt any three of the following:
a. List and explairr the different asymptotic notations used in data structures.
b. What are the different ways in which data strurctures are classified? Exptain in derail.
c. What do you mean by complexity of an algorithm? Explain its types.
d. Write an algorithm for binary search in an array.
e. What is sparse rnatrix? Explain different types of sparse matrix.
f. Explain with the help of an example how to merge two sorted arays.

2. Attempt unv three of the following:
a. Explain the structure and types of lirrked list.
b. Write the algorithm for insertion of a node at the giverr position and deletion at tlre end

in linked list.
c. Write an algorithm to copy one linked list into another linked list.
d. Write an algorithm to inseft an Olement at the beginning and end of circular linked list,
e. Write and explain an algorithm for inserting at the beginning in two way linked list.
L Explain the different categories of header Iinked list.

3. Attempt unv three of the following:
a. Write the algorithrn for puih and pop operation of the stack.
b. Write the algorithln for converting infirto postfix and convefi the following expression

to postfix notation using stacl<.

1=16+2)*5-8/4 .:

c. .,'Wiite tire'algorithm for evaluating a postfix expression using stack and give an
example.

d. , How insertion and deletion operations take place in a queue?
e. Explain how queue can be represented using linhed iist and give the algorithm fbr

insenion in it.
f..;' How priority queues are represented in menrory.

;4. Attemp;t g121!1\ee of the foltowing:
a. Write an algorithm to find the minimum and maximum element in binary search tree.'!.: Create a heap for the given elements 15 7 1O , 2 20 15 18.
c.- Construct a binary tree from its inorder and postorder traversals.

In-order:5 l0 12 l5 182025 30 35 40 50
Post-order: 5 12 18 15 1 0 25 35 50 40 30 20

d, Sort the following elements using selection soft,
2235t78t344s28
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Paper / Subject Code: 80702 /Data Structures

e. Write and explain the algorithm for finding a position of a given element and its parent
in a binary search tree.
Write the algorithm for inser-ting in a node in Red-Black tree.

Attempt qnv three of the following:
What are the different ways to represent graphs in memory? Explain.
Write and explain the algorithm for best llrst search in a graph.
Using Prim's algorithrn find the minimurn spanning tree.
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(2) Makesuitable assu{nptions wherever necessary and st#e the assumptions made.
(3) Answers to the same question must be written togethe.r
(4) Numbers to the rieht indicate marks.

15 (5) Draw neaj labeled diagrams wherever necessary.
/A\ I l-^ ^f l\r^- ^Lt^ ^^r^.

.Explainthetypesoftransmissionmodesfordataflo*.
- Discttss the advantages and disadvantages of different,network topologies.
: \\'hat is Shannon capaciry of noisy channel?

The signal-to-noise ratio is given as 36dB and the channel bandwidth is 2 MHz. Calculate
theoretical channel capacity. , : .

I \\rhat are the different types of transmission impairments? 'r,

:Distinguishbetweendatarateandsigr,raIrate.
A signal is carrying data in which one data element is encoded as one signal element (r:l). lf the
bit rate is I O0kbps, what is the average value of the baud rate if c is between 0 and I ?

:. Define constellation diagram. Explain its role in analog transmission.

3. Describe the goals of multiplexing. Which are the 3 multiplexing techniques?
b. Define FHSS (Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum). Explain how it achieves bandwidth sharing.
c. Discuss the advantages:and disadvaniages of optical fiber.
J. Explain the two technologies of circuit switching.
e, List and explain thb services provided by data link.layer.
f. How does a sin$le-bit error differ fro* u burst error?

3. Attempt of the follorving:
3. Compare and contrast flow control and error control.
b. Explain the working of stop-and-wait protocol.

i, Write note on TDMA ( Time Division Multiple Access ).
e. Discuss any five characteristics of standard Ethernet.

i, Write shod note on routers.

1s

15

15

1. Attgmpt anv three of the following: 15
3. List and explain the services provided by network Layer.
b. Write shorl note on NAT (Network Address Resolution)
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Paper / Subject Code: 80703 / Computer Networks

rrn related to fragmentation.

How to overcome instability in distance vector routing algorithnr.

Discuss different timers in RIP (Routing Information Protocol).

Differentiate between IPv4 and IPv6.

:-;t!
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5. Attempt snv three of the following:
a. Explain the concept CSMA/CA.
b. Explain the services provided by User Datagram Protocol (UDP),

c. Discuss the three-way handshaking in TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) for connectiorr

establishrnent.

d. Explain the process of transferring a mail.

e. Explain the architecture of World Wide Web (WWW).
f. Briefly explain the different timers in TCP (Transmission Control Protocol).

15
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Paper i Subject Code: 80704 / Database Management System
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Total Marks: 75

N. B,: ( l) All questions are g@,.
(z) MakB suita4le assq,mptions wherever necessary and @ made.

(3) Answers to the same question must be written tgqether.
(4) Numbers to the risht indicate marks.
(5) Draw neat labeled diagrams wherever necessary'

(6) Use of Non-prosrammable calculators is allowed.

15Attempt unv three of the following:
What is the iole of DBMS? What are its advantages over file system?

Explain storage system and query processor components of database structure'

What is a business rule? What is its purpose in data modeling?

write comparison between hierarchical, network & relational model.

List and explain Codd's rules in detail'
Explain ER diagram and its components. Give the distinction between disjoint, overlapping,

total and partiat constraints. Draw E-R diagiam for the following situations that correctly

models this dornain and its constraints.
A small racing league want a database to keep track of teams, drivers, races and scores in

the league. The league is run for teams, which are identified by their names. Each team has

one or more drivers signed up, and each driver is registered with the league a1d 
-ha.s 

a unique

league licence number. First and last names of the drivers should also be included. A driver

may only participate for a single team throughout the season. Races are identified simply

by the dates when they are run. For each raoe, the league also wants to store the venue where

iitook place. Driveri participate in races, and for each parlicipating driver the database

should store the total race time for that driver, and the league score they got from that race'

Attempt anv ihree of the follorving: 15

Why aie entityjnt.grity and referential integrity important in a database? Explain in detail.

Explain why'normalization is necessary in database system & also explain database

anomalies in detail.
You are given the following set of functionaldependencies for a relation R(A,B,C,D,E,F),

1.

a.

b.
c.
d.
e.

f.

)
a.

b.

ia. What are the keys of this rela-tion? ;

b.Is this reiation in nCNFt If not, explain Why by showing one violation.

, ". is'the decomposition (A, 8,. C, D) (8, C, D, E, F) a dependency preserving

' deeomposition? If not, explpin briefly,,'
c. . 

rWrite Shsrt note on'Cartesihn product with its syntax and example.

d. Explain SET operators in relational algebra with elample'
e. l - f,xplain'rfunnal definitions with safety of expressiohs of tuples relational calcultts.

f. . State the di:ffer "ce between relational algebra and calculus'

3. , Attemp;itt q4y thf?n of !r9 follow.ing:. ^^ 1 ! 15

a.: ,,What ai.io[st.uints? What are the different types of eonstraints? Explain'

b, When can a view be updated? Explain the syntax of updating a view' Also state the

,r difference between views and table.
truRN ovERl
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Q. P. Code: 53634

5. Attempt anv three of the following:
j What is the use of % TYPE attributes and how it is beneficial while declaring the

15

variable?
Illustrate the attributes of implicit cursor with examples.
Explain the function Raise_Application_Error 0 with example.
List & explain the various f'eatures of PL/SQL & also differentiate between anonymous
blocks and subprograms.

.t..
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creating trigger in PL/SQL.
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a. 
^ ^/\ lcosr O<t<ttFind the Laplace transform of f Q)- { -

[sinr / > z

Take Exp1 on,aq 6.51n*le intggp! tind e.valuate
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.-.;...,-*.'EJ1!::...lJlffij.n:l,:.-Y}thevolumeboundedbytheplanes,

Cl, ? t
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t.

Prove thar the volume of the eilipsoid 4. * * ! = t is ! abc
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15
5.

a.

b

Attempt anr three of the follot ing:
. 7. ,:l

tr.valuate I x-. e'"' . d.r)
0

,T

Et'aluate lxsin6xr/x
J
0
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